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Abstract 
This study examines, in an artificially generated multi-agent environment, the behavioral dimension and its impact on 
performance in road transport networks.  Individual drivers are modeled using human personality traits and emotions. The 
intent is to implement the real-time formation of drivers’ mental states and hence the context-generated decision making in 
different traffic conditions. The model is used for understanding how behavior influences the performance in a given 
infrastructure. This understanding is demonstrated through a comparison against a collision-avoidance physics-based model 
and a rational cognitive model. The behavioral model is then coupled with a differential evolution global optimization 
technique that searches for optimal behavioral mixes. We demonstrate that models of steady state that do not account for 
behavioral modeling under-estimate risk and the differences are significant. Moreover, performance metrics such as “transit 
time” can vary widely under different distributions of the mixes of behaviors which exist in a network. 
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1. Introduction 
Land transport systems world-wide are subject to many factors such as cultures, geographical features of the 
earth surface, balance between urban and rural environments and population demographics. If one decides to 
assess and improve transportation two observations can be made. First is that in certain cases the infrastructure is 
very well developed so further efforts in this direction will bring no significant changes. Instead, other strategies 
such as guiding population’s behavior towards a wiser utilization of the existing transportation resources will 
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more likely produce outstanding improvements. The second is that, in other cases slight improvements in the 
infrastructure can boost the performance of a transport system with huge impact on local or regional economy 
regardless of people’s behavior. For this reason research in transportation has always been subject to both 
technological (infrastructure) and behavioral aspects. Often these aspects are treated by different agencies with 
the physical infrastructure being part of town planning and behavior being the subject of road-safety campaigns. 
Thus a typical analytic approach has been to treat each discretely, with models for either technological or 
behavioral aspects, even if in real life they are so strongly melded and interwoven that making a clear distinction 
between them is extremely difficult. From a technological point of view, decision-makers and planners are 
concerned with problems which treat routing issues or different connectivity related aspects. In these approaches, 
the efforts concentrate on improving the infrastructure and the services provided to system users as a one way 
action, in which system planners play the active role and system users are only treated as the passive units in the 
system. Such representations provide indeed convincing material to support infrastructure development. 
However, the effect of human behavior is only vaguely touched in many of the existing planning tools and for 
that reason existing models could guide planners towards ineffective approaches. We suggest that fully 
embedding the human user behavior in existing traffic models would reduce the likelihood of well-intentioned 
improvements actually failing because of a misconception of how the targeted population would respond to the 
changes. 
In this paper, we examine one element of the transportation system – the driver – starting from the assumption 
that drivers’ individual and collective behavior generate the overall performance of a transport infrastructure. 
Hence we propose a behavioral model which describes the real-time formation of drivers’ mental state in traffic 
conditions and creates the premises for real-time context-generated decision making. With the resulting decision–
making mechanism implemented in each driver we evaluate the performance of an artificially generated transport 
network at population level using several experimental setups. First we want to understand how behavior 
influences the performance of a given infrastructure, and we compare the results of behavioral performance 
evaluation with those provided by evaluation using a conventional collision-avoidance model and a rational 
cognitive model. Second, we investigate the behavioral characteristics which make a certain population better 
than others in terms of providing efficient movement. In order to do that we use the proposed behavioral model 
with a differential evolution algorithm and perform a search for optimal behavioral mixes. 
2. A model framework 
2.1. Conventional models 
Most of the existing conventional traffic models describe the motion of a vehicle n as a function of its own 
speed vn, the distance to the front vehicle xn and the relative velocity between them ∆vn. They implement 
vehicles’ movement and car-following rules for single lane roads using the classical equations of motion by 
computing instantaneous accelerations, velocities or distances for each vehicle at the current step of the 
simulation. In the most general case acceleration of the vehicle n can be expressed (Kesting, Treiber, & Helbing, 
2007) as in (1): 
ࢇ࢔ ؠ ࢊ࢜࢔ࢊ࢚ ൌ ࢇሺ࢞࢔ǡ ࢜࢔ǡ ο࢜࢔ሻ (1) 
The most important models following this approach, such as Gazis-Herman-Rothery (GHR), Optimal 
Velocity, Collision Avoidance (CA), Linear (Helly), Action Point or Fuzzy-logic-based are reviewed in 
(Brackstone & McDonald, 1999; Kesting, et al., 2007; Weng & Wu, 2001). In our case, where drivers’ behavior 
is the essential concern, the CA model could be considered as the most appropriate because it offers the 
possibility to upgrade the standard equations of motion with the desired behavioral capabilities. The CA model 
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assumes (2) a minimum safety distance within which a collision would be unavoidable in the eventuality that the 
driver of the vehicle in front would act unpredictably, and given an assumed maximum deceleration capability.  
ο࢞ሺ࢚ െ ࢀሻ ൌ ࢻ࢜࢔ି૚૛ ሺ࢚ െ ࢀሻ ൅ ࢼ࢒࢜࢔૛ሺ࢚ሻ ൅ ࢼ࢜࢔ሺ࢚ሻ ൅ ࢈૙ (2) 
In addition the CA model is appropriate for usage in conjunction with a gap-acceptance lane-changing model 
for creating a multi-lane traffic model. Gap acceptance models, reviewed in detail in (Kesting, et al., 2007), are 
usually consistent with their collision-avoidance counterpart from the single-lane car-following models through 
that they generally assume that a lane-change depends on the existence of an acceptable (safe) gap between the 
current and the neighboring vehicles, i.e. following and leading vehicles in the current and target lanes. Usage of 
a gap-acceptance lane-changing model in conjunction with a collision-avoidance car-following model creates an 
overall collision free traffic model, and also brings the advantage of a compact mathematical formulation, since 
the minimum distance equation described in (2) can be successfully used simultaneously for both line-changing 
and car-following. 
2.2. Rational cognitive architecture models 
Driver models based on rational cognitive architectures represent updates of the conventional traffic modeling 
approaches, such as the CA model described above, with certain amounts of cognitive capabilities of drivers. In 
general they assume for each driver the existence of a cognitive action formation process (Salvucci, 2006), rather 
than a strict rule-based motion, which consists of three stages: perceptual, cognitive and motor, as depicted in 
Fig. 1 (adaptation from (Bi & Liu, 2009; Bi, Shang, & Liu, 2011)). Stimuli carrying perceptual (contextual) 
traffic information represent the input for perceptual subsystem; they are further processed and transformed into 
action by the cognitive subsystem and finally the actions are performed in the physical world by the motor 
subsystem. 
ο࣐ ൌ ࢑ࢌࢇ࢘οࣂࢌࢇ࢘ ൅ ࢑࢔ࢋࢇ࢘οࣂ࢔ࢋࢇ࢘ ൅ ࢑࢏ࣂ࢔ࢋࢇ࢘ο࢚  (3) 
οࢇ ൌ ࢑ࢉࢇ࢘ο࢚ࢎ࢝ࢉࢇ࢘ ൅ ࢑ࢌ࢕࢒࢒࢕࢝ሺ࢚ࢎ࢝ࢉࢇ࢘ െ ࢚ࢎ࢝ࢌ࢕࢒࢒࢕࢝ሻο࢚ (4) 
Salvucci’s driver model developed in the ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought – Rational) cognitive 
architecture (Salvucci, 2006) updates a conventional approach by introducing in the standard equations of motion 
described by (1) and (2) the influence of visual perception of distances and steering angles. The control law for 
lateral control includes the visual perception of near and far points where near points allow adjustment to the lane 
centre at current position and far points provide predictive compensation at a future position (3). In a similar way 
the longitudinal control law calculates instantaneous acceleration based on the desired (safe) “time headway” – 
thw – for following a lead vehicle (4). Implementations of this approach by Bi and colleagues in lane-changing 
(Bi, et al., 2011) and car-following applications (Bi & Liu, 2009) demonstrated, as well as Salvucci’s results, a 
high correlation between model driver and human driver in a set of experiments that recorded activity and 
reactions of individual drivers in the context of dealing with obstacles on a driveway. Yet, such approaches do 
not account for the variety of context generated mental states of drivers and also for the real-time emotional 
decisions involved in traffic. Arguably, models based on rational cognitive architectures can be still considered in 
some extent rule-based, since drivers obey the control laws established by the models. Drivers do not voluntarily 
disobey the rules unless their perception of reality is somehow altered, and so they disobey in an involuntary 
manner. From this point of view Salvucci’s model can be considered a collision-free model (provided that 
perception of distances and angles is not altered) and hence, from a performance assessment perspective 
evaluation of a transport system using such a model should provide outcomes comparable with those of the 
conventional models, such as the Collision-Avoidance model. 
We propose that in order to create a suitable tool which provides assessment outcomes much closer to the real 
levels of performance rational cognitive approaches must be enhanced with emotional decision making 
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mechanisms which result from a broader range of human behavioral features. Such a model, based on personality 
and affective systems, is proposed and described in the following section. 
 
Fig. 1 Rational Cognitive Architecture – action formation model 
2.3. The proposed Personality-Emotion (PE) model 
The model proposed in this paper addresses those mental features which are the most relevant for people’s 
behavior in traffic conditions and tries to explain how they contribute to the performance of a transport system. 
We suggest a representation of the human mind with four mental subsystems – personality, rational cognitive, 
affective and decision-making – and memory of the past events, as in Fig. 2. Personality system has direct 
influence on cognition, acting as a modulator for perception and through it as a modulator for affective processes. 
Decision-making is also influenced by innate action tendency of the individual, personality system also 
contributing to the transfer into action of the decision dictated by rational and emotional reasoning. Apart from 
modeling the interaction between the suggested components of human mind another important task is transferring 
the resultant decision into real actions. It is an important issue since the list of possible actions of a driver in 
traffic conditions is virtually infinite. 
 
Fig. 2 The mental state model 
Fig. 3 shows the influence diagram of action tendency process and explains the transfer of drivers’ behavioral 
features into traffic-related actions through three steps: mental state (personality and affect), action tendency 
(unlawfulness, task performance and aggression) and potential action (context). In order to establish the 
influences described in the diagram we used previous studies of Clarke and Robertson (Clarke & Robertson, 
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2005), Lajunen (Lajunen, 2001) and Jovanovic (Jovanovic, Lipovac, Stanojevic, & Stanojevic, 2011) for 
personality and those of Fiedler and Bless (Fiedler & Bless, 2001), Shinar (Shinar, 1998) and Grimm (Grimm, et 
al., 2007) for emotions. In terms of potential traffic-related actions, from the virtually infinite number of possible 
actions of a driver in traffic conditions, we kept on the list only those which have been found by previous studies 
to be of extreme importance (Grimm, et al., 2007; Jovanovic, et al., 2011): speeding, ignoring priority rules, 
tailgating and cutting. On the diagram, the long term innate personality traits and the short term context-
generated emotional states interact. This interaction forms the mental state that raises the appropriate action 
tendency values to certain levels that could trigger, or not, the actions. Depending on instantaneous values of the 
mental features a driver can disobey the traffic rules, i.e. the minimum following distance or the accepted gaps 
for lane-changing, if certain thresholds of its mental state are passed. Personality system is considered as in the 
“big five” model (Goldberg, 1990) as consisting of five independent bipolar factors (PE, PA, PC, PN and PO) with 
values in the interval ሾെ ௠ܲ௔௫Ǣ ௠ܲ௔௫ሿ. Affective system consists of three independent unipolar emotional factors 
(EH, ES, EA) situated in the interval ሾͲǢ ܧ௠௔௫ሿ (Grimm, et al., 2007). Personality factors are unchangeable over 
time and they are initially allocated to each individual in the population of drivers according to a certain 
statistical distribution, whereas the emotional states are initialized to zero and they are updated as in the intensity-
decay approach described in “Cathexis” model (Velásquez, 1997). In his model Velasquez assumes that unless 
there is some inhibitory or excitatory input intensity of an emotion decays according to a predefined decay 
function in every update cycle and after a few cycles it becomes inactive, as in (5): 
ࡱ࢏࢚ ൌ ࢌሼࡰሺࡱ࢏࢚ି૚ሻ ൅ σ ࡸ࢑࢏ ൅ σ ࡳ࢒࢏࢒ ࡱ࢒࢚ െ σ ࡴ࢓࢏ࡱ࢓࢚࢓࢑ ሽ (5) 
where Eit is the intensity of emotion i at time t, D is he decay function of emotion i, Lki is the elicitor k of emotion 
i, Gli is the excitatory gain that emotion l applies on emotion i, Hmi is the inhibitory gain that emotion m applies to 
emotion i and f is the function that places the emotion i between 0 and its maximum value.  
Because in our model emotions are considered to be independent (Grimm, et al., 2007) we neglect the 
inhibitory and excitatory influences emotions have on each other and we only consider a single functional entity 
which includes both decay function and elicitors’ contribution (6). The three emotions considered in our study: 
happiness, sadness and anger (Grimm, et al., 2007) increase or decrease at each time step with the average over 
all four neighboring vehicles (k=1:4) of the difference between desired minimum safe distance (2) and actual 
distance. 
 
Fig. 3 The three stage action formation diagram 
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After establishing the methodology for initialization and update of the mental state, we use the unchangeable 
personality traits and the instantaneous emotional states for transferring the state of mind into action tendency, 
and from there into decision and action. According to the three stage action formation diagram, there are three 
elements in the action tendency stage that can create conditions for disobeying the traffic rules: unlawfulness 
level – u, attention focus level – T (reaction time), and aggression (rage) level – r. We generate probabilistic 
events (9) to decide if an action is generated or not by the corresponding action tendency entity which has the 






ۓࡱࡴ࢚ ൌ ࡱ࢏࢚ି૚ ൅ ࢇ࢜ࢍቀ࢞࢑ି࢞࢑࢓࢏࢔࢞࢑࢓࢏࢔ ቁ




ࡱ࡭࢚ ൌ ࡱ࡭࢚ି૚ ൅ ࢇ࢜ࢍቀ࢞࢑࢓࢏࢔ି࢞࢑࢞࢑࢓࢏࢔ ቁ
  (6) 
ݑሺݐሻ ൌ ܽݒ݃ሺܧ஺௧ǡ ேܲ௧ሻ  (7) 
ݎሺݐሻ ൌ ܽݒ݃ሺܧ஺௧ǡ ேܲ௧ǡ ஺ܲ௧ǡ ஼ܲ௧ሻ  (8) 
ܽܿݐ݅݋݊ሺݐሻ̱݌ሺܽܿݐ݅݋̴݊ݐ݁݊݀݁݊ܿݕ݈݁ݒ݈݁ሻ  (9) 
ࢀ࢚ ൌ ቊ ௧ܶିଵ
൅ ݐ݅݉݁ௌ௧௘௣Ǣ ݂݅݌ሺܽݒ݃ሺܧு௧ǡ ܧௌ௧ǡ ாܲ௧ሻሻ
௧ܶିଵ െ ݐ݅݉݁ௌ௧௘௣Ǣ ݂݅Ǩ ݌ሺܽݒ݃ሺܧு௧ǡ ܧௌ௧ǡ ாܲ௧ሻሻ (10) 
3. Methodology 
3.1. Experimental setup and performance measures 
We create a simplified version of a traffic simulator based on concepts which are currently in use by some of 
the existing traffic simulators. As an example substrate we use a simple regular double-lane road network in the 
shape of a rectangular grid with 16 (4x4) road junctions modeled as 4-way uncontrolled intersections. The 
priority, passing and lane usage rules are the Australian formulation of general asymmetric traffic regulations in 
use worldwide (Kesting, et al., 2007): 
x left lane is the default lane. The right lane should only be used for overtaking, or entering road junctions if the 
direction of movement requests it. 
x passing through a road junction follows the “left-hand side” priority rule. 
x maximum “legal” speed is 60 km/h. 
x maximum deceleration used for computing the minimum following distance and the minimum gap acceptance 
for lane-changing is -9 m/s2 (Kesting, et al., 2007). 
In order to complete the experimental setup for our investigation a car-following and a lane-changing model 
must be implemented. We choose the CA model because it is the most appropriate for usage in conjunction with 
the gap-acceptance lane-changing model (Kesting, et al., 2007; Laval & Daganzo, 2006). In addition it can be 
easily updated for use with a both RCA and PE models. Once the model for individual driver behavior is 
established and the map is built we can now generate populations of individuals and the traffic demand. Since our 
map is a regular network we consider that inhabitants are uniformly distributed in space, and hence the traffic 
demand will also follow the same type of distribution. We generate ten test populations with size multiple of 100 
between 100 and 1000, then we generate the OD matrixes using random uniformly distributed starting and 
destination points for each inhabitant and we calculate the routes using shortest path approach. The traffic 
simulator is run for each population size in the three setups presented above – CA, CA-RCA and CA-PE – and 
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the system’s performance is investigated using a set of performance measures described below. In terms of 
population’s behavioral characteristics both conventional and rational-cognitive models do not need any 
behavioral setup, while for the PE model populations have standard normal distribution (μ=0, σ2=1) of 
personality features. 
Network transit time: We define “time-to-destination - td” as the time spent in traffic by a certain driver from 
departure point to destination. Then, “network transit time – tN” is the average td calculated over the whole 
population, given the initially generated traffic demand. 
Rule-break rate: As explained earlier in the paper, the proposed PE model extends the conventional CA 
model through that drivers can disobey the rules if certain levels of their mental state attributes are reached. In 
our simulation we consider that the rules which can be broken are: priority rule, minimum distance (for car 
following) rule and minimum gap (for lane changing) rule. If during a simulation run, each driver breaks the rules 
for a number of times, then rule-break rate – rB – is defined as the average per car of the number of times the 
rules have been disobeyed. 
3.2. Efficient population – a finite mixture Evolutionary Computation approach 
If in the previous paragraph we described a methodology for investigating the effect of behavior on transport 
network performance, we now intend to explain the characteristics of those behavioral mixes which allow the 
lowest transit time. In order to solve this optimization problem we use a micro differential evolution algorithm 
with only 20 individuals per population. DE algorithms have been found to be very effective optimization tools 
through that they provide faster convergence when compared to classical genetic algorithms (Storn, Price, & 
Lampinen, 2005) and also through the fact they can be successfully used in problems where size of the 
chromosomes and resultant encoding schemes do not allow a convenient or effective use of a GA. We are in such 
a case since for our problem each individual in the evolutionary algorithm is a population of drivers in the traffic 
simulation, and each driver is defined through five personality traits. The objective of our investigation is to 
minimize the network transit time. Hence, the objective function is: fobj = tN. 
3.2.1. Encoding: a Gaussian mixture chromosome 
 
Fig. 4 Differential Evolution encoding scheme – population level 
We choose a population-level encoding based on the concept of “finite mixture models” (Figueiredo & Jain, 
2002). Mixture models are probabilistic models which represent a large population through a finite set of 
subpopulations. Each subpopulation has various statistical features which together recreate the statistical features 
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of the original population. For our investigation we use a set of Gaussian distributions known in the literature as 
Gaussian mixture (Day, 1969). For our optimization problem we split the population of drivers in K=5 
subpopulations of equal size, each of them having its members normally distributed (μi; σ2i) in terms of 
personality traits. Number K of subpopulations was chosen in order to provide sufficient individuals per 
subpopulation for a consistent statistical representation (i.e. in our investigation we use populations of 100, 200 
and 300 drivers for which subpopulation size will be 20, 40 and 60, respectively). Thus, an individual in our 
evolutionary algorithm will consist of the normal distribution parameters (μ and σ2) for each of the five 
subpopulations of drivers. Fig. 4 shows the structure of an individual encoded at population level using Gaussian 
mixture. 
4. Results and discussion 
4.1. Network transit time and rule-break rate 
Fig. 5-left shows that performance is similar for CA and RCA models with fairly low levels of transit time, 
while the proposed PE model introduces significant delays for each of the populations considered in the 
investigation. This suggests that models which do not include the influence of long-term personality traits and 
real-time emotional states in the decision making tend to show levels of performance higher than the real ones, 
fact that might lead system planning into underestimation of the existing risks. We test this hypothesis by 
suppressing the influence of personality and emotions separately at first and then of both of them, in this last case 
the resultant simulation setup being similar to CA model. Results are shown in Fig. 5-right. When emotions are 
suppressed the action tendency entities values u (7), r (8), and Tt (10) are updated only by the personality traits 
which are constant throughout the simulation, generating constant thresholds for behavioral decision making 
mechanism described in previous sections. Behavior in this case only depends on the initial assignment of the 
personality traits (i.e. parameters of the chosen statistical distribution). For the populations considered in our 
simulation, with personality traits obeying a standard normal distribution, results show small delays when 
compared to the case in which both personality and emotions are suppressed (CA model). On the contrary, when 
the personality is suppressed action tendency is updated only by highly and rapidly variable emotional traits, fact 
that translates into significantly higher transit times. Results suggest that personality system acts like a moderator 
preventing emotions to build up to extreme levels. Arguably, without personality the resultant decision making 
mechanism is purely emotional and translates into an un-balanced or even chaotic behavior which generates 
significant delays. 
 
Fig. 5 LEFT: Network transit time – CA, RCA and PE models. RIGHT: Network transit time – PE model with P and E suppressed 
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As explained earlier in the paper, the proposed PE model extends the conventional CA model through that 
drivers can disobey the rules if certain levels of their mental state features are reached. The differences of 
network transit time between the two approaches, which we discussed above, could indicate rule breaking as the 
cause for such significant delays. We investigate this relation by using the PE model for populations with size 
between 100 and 1000 drivers. Table 1 shows the rule-break rates for the setups described above. We observe in 
the first place that rule-break rates within each simulation setup (PE, suppressed E and suppressed P) grow with 
the population size, indicating that the tendency to disobey rules becomes stronger as the roads become more 
crowded. Yet, the growth is not significant enough to establish a behavioral pattern; the phenomenon could be 
also the result of more opportunities to break the rules due to the increased density, rather than any inherent 
changes in behavior. On the other hand there is an obvious difference between the three simulation setups which 
supports the results presented in Fig. 5 (left and right). It can be seen that overall the differences in rule-break 
levels for the three setups (PE, P only, E only) reflect the differences in network transit times for similar setups. 
We could suggest thus that there is a direct relation between rule-break rate and the overall performance of the 
network measured in terms of network transit time. 
Table 1. Rule-break rate 




P-E 0.539 0.570 0.573 0.566 0.601 0.633 0.645 0.658 0.660 0.682 
P only 0.213 0.234 0.233 0.238 0.245 0.268 0.268 0.285 0.297 0.308 
E only 0.610 0.632 0.638 0.654 0.663 0.689 0.693 0.705 0.723 0.744 
4.2. Behavioral characteristics of efficient populations 
 
Fig. 6 Efficient population of drivers – probability density function of personality traits for each of the 5 subpopulations 
The purpose was to find the optimally distributed population of drivers which would provide the minimum 
network transit time. The optimal driver populations show a distribution of the personality traits which is 
counterintuitive in some extent. Fig. 6 shows the optimal DE individual for a traffic simulation with 300 drivers: 
five normal distributions corresponding to the five subpopulations of drivers encoded in the DE chromosome. 
The resultant distributions are positioned moderately towards the aggressive end of the personality against the 
common perception that an aggressive driving behavior has a dramatic negative impact on transit time. However, 
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the level of aggressiveness resulted from our investigation is a moderate one and, we emphasize, it doesn’t plead 
for aggressive behavior on the roads. Yet, the results show that a certain level of aggressiveness is necessary for 
optimal transit time. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we proposed a behavioral model for real-time action formation in traffic conditions and we tested 
it by embedding it in a conventional rule-based traffic model. We demonstrated that our approach produced 
different outputs in terms of the assessed performance when compared to a conventional Collision-Avoidance 
model and to a model based on a rational cognitive architecture. The two non-behavioral approaches regularly 
showed reduced transit time compared to when behavior was modeled, showing that usage of such tools in 
transportation for performance assessment and system planning has in itself the risk of not showing the real levels 
of risk involved in the targeted traffic networks; hence the resultant system design might be not very useful or 
even totally unfit with the real needs. In addition we showed that behavioral models can explain how and why 
innate psychological features such as personality traits have a significant effect in guiding the highly variable 
emotional states towards more balanced real-time decisions in traffic conditions. In the same time we found that 
the lowest transit time results from populations with personality traits normally distributed around moderate 
levels of aggressiveness. This shows that aggressiveness could have a positive impact on traffic, in terms of 
transit time, provided that its value is kept in a moderate range. 
Thus, our findings can be summarized in three broad points: (1) models of steady state that do not account for 
behavioral modeling under-estimate risk and the differences are significant; (2) performance metrics such as 
“transit time” can vary widely under different distributions of the mixes of behaviors that exist in a network; (3) 
while not denying that an aggressive driving behavior has a dramatic negative impact on the overall performance 
of a transport system, a certain level of aggressiveness seems to be necessary for obtaining better transit time. 
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